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Are you fascinated by the relationships between art and society? Do you feel

JOIN US

you are more than a reader and wish to contribute actively to the production

1. Consult the table of contents of investigative texts to be produced

of quality information on the subject? Become an Associate Publisher of
Switch (on Paper).

(directly on the site or by clicking here).
2. Choose the subject or subjects which interest you.
3. Read the synopsis and send us a message from this page with

HOW DOES IT WORK?

We have put in place an original funding system, which enables new partners,
individuals, businesses, or communities to become associate publishers by
directly contributing to the production of texts.

your address and details, indicating that you have decided to work
on a certain text.
4. Production can then begin. You will receive a bill corresponding
to the production costs which you can pay by cheque, bank transfer

The production cost of each text is €1300, constituting €500 payment to the

or directly via the online secure payment module of the site.

author, €100 for reproduction rights (ADAGP), €300 for editing and

5. Simply detail the wording you require and the link to include

corrections and €400 for translation.

with your entry and that is it: you are an associate publisher
on Switch (on Paper). Welcome on board and thank you.

WHO CHOOSES THE TEXTS?

Associate publishers are free to produce one or several texts, according to
their means and area of interest, and choose the author and subject they
intend to support, on the basis of the summary we submit every quarter to the
Switch (on Paper) readers society.
At the end of each text, there is a reference highlighting the associate publisher,
along with a link to their website, blog, social network, web page or online
contribution of their choice.
WHO COLLECTS THE FUNDS?

Our organisation is an association under the Law 1901, designated “Arts et
sociétés” (SIRET : 831 893 805 0018) whose object is to promote links to unusual
artistic creations, public or private voluntary-sector initiatives, as well as
socio-cultural experiments which relate to the audience in an innovative way.

